Parent/Staff - Bradbury School Uniform Survey
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1. I am a Bradbury
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Parent
Staff member

99.5%

2. If you are a parent, which year is your child in? Select all that apply if you have
more than one child.
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3. School uniforms enhance the school's image and perception by the
community.
366 responses

Strongly Agree
36.6%

Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

59.8%

4. When considering the Bradbury school uniform, would you be in favor of:
366 responses

Maintaining the current Bra…
9.8%

10.7%

Moving to the generic ESF…
Maintaining a distinct boys/…
Does not matter
Comfortable and practical…
I am AGAINST gender spe…
It would be a huge expens…

62.8%

I’d prefer sticking to Bradbu…
1/4

5. Should we keep the Bradbury logo on all uniforms?
366 responses

Strongly Agree
39.9%

Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Neutral
Does not matter
Can try other logo if it can s…
if there is talk of Moving to t…

53.8%
1/2

6. Would you prefer to order the school uniform independently online or maintain
the PTA shop and purchase through the PTA? **Note: There will be a minimum
of $50/per order shipping charge apply for each online order and the charge will
increase by the weight. For details about delivery charges, please refer to
https://www.schooluniform.hk/pages/shipping-information . And all exchange
or return must be done either via mail request or in person (in the shop in Lai Chi
Kok, Kowloon)
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Online
Bradbury PTA
Both
Both online and at Bradbur…

72.9%

purchase online, collection…
Both options online and at…
20%

Both options should be ava…
Both oneline and PTA
1/4

7. Should Bradbury School PTA o ce keep the tting samples for all types of
Bradbury school uniforms in the PTA shop if we move to online order only?
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Strongly Agree
28.1%

Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Need to omprove the qualit…
It's not needed if there is a…

63.4%

Online orders generally do…
1/2
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